EWS: SPIRITUAL HAIKU CONTEST 2013 WINNERS - Sponsored by Paras Dharma Ashram


ČESTITKE DIOGEN HAIKU PJESNICIMA!

CONGRATULATIONS TO DIOGEN HAIKU POETS!

THE WINNER / POBJEDNICA:

Julie Warther, SAD / USA

at the mountain's peak
an inchworm reaches the top
of a blade of grass

The following poets win all expense paid week long spiritual retreat in Rishikesh (in alphabetical order)/ Niže navedeni autori osvojili su tjedan dana boravka u Rshikeshu (abecednim redom):
Nazarene Garmonsway, New Zealand

in moonlit dust, forms
Suspended in forest shade
Like shadows punctured,

Kate S. Godsey, USA

let me change like clouds
unfolding into faces
of the infinite

Anna Lipniacka, Switzerland/ Norway

The Sea

Salty water flows
sweeping my fingers like time
I was seabed once

Claudia Schoenfeld, Germany

dot, by dot, by dot,
lanterns strewn across the stream,
i follow seaward

Eduard TARA, Romania

Still hearing the sound
of the ancient ocean’s waves –
Himalayan wind
Sasa Važić, Srbija / Serbia

at the edge of spring . . .
the dark scent lingering in
a wilted rose bush

Jana Žufić, Crotia

withering wind’s wake –
unveiling stars beyond stars
beyond bare branches
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